Just what is an impact factor? This statistic measures, on average, how often articles in a given publication are quoted elsewhere in the literature. Rating the value of a scientific journal in this way is perfectly logical. When the CJP publishes papers that are read and cited by other authors, it is influencing the field. Conversely, if an article accepted in the CJP is never cited, we are not influencing anyone-and scientific impact tends to be correlated with clinical relevance.
These considerations should help contributors understand the CJP's editorial policy. Strong research findings, as well as syntheses of research (as in the In Review series) usually have impact. Papers describing clinical impressions, or presenting data on relatively obscure issues, usually do not. For this reason, the CJP is rejecting more submitted papers than ever. For it to improve, it has to be more selective. That is the only way to raise impact, increase our international profile, and attract more high-quality submissions. 
